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,/\ZEsU)Y
Co-decislon
Dlagram of Community
decision-making pro(est
The ESC was set up by the 1 957 RomeTreaties in
order to involve economic and social interest
groups in the establishrnent of the common
market and to provide institutional machinery
for briefing the European Commission and the
Council of Ministers on European Union issues.
The Single European Act (1986), the Maastricht
Treaty (1992) and the Amsterdam Treaty (1997)
have reinforced the ESCt role.
MEMBERSHIP
The 222 members of the ESC are drawn from
economic and social interest groups In Europe.
Members are nominated by national govern-
ments and appointed by the Council of the
European Union for a renewable 4-year term of
office. They belong to one of three groups:
Employers (Group I - president Manuel Eugenio
Cavaleiro Brand6o - Portugal),Workers (Group ll -
president: Roger Briesch - France), Various
lnterests (Group ltl - president: Anne-Marie
Sigmund - Austria). Germany, France, ltaly and
the United Kingdom have 24 members each,
Spain has 21, Belgium, Greece, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Austria and Sweden l2, Denmark,
lreland and Finland 9 and Luxembourg 6.
THE MEMBERS'MANDAf,E
The task of members is to issue opinions on mat-
ters referred to the ESc by the Commission and
the Council, as well as the European Parliament
pursuant to the Amsterdam Treaty.
The ESC is the only socio-occupational advisory
body that can be consulted by the EU Council of
Ministers,
ADVISORY ROLE
Comuemie drte-ES(,lry lb-Co*nnEdsq-or,
the Council is mandatory in certain cases; in oth-
ers it is optlonal. The ESC may, however, also
adopt opinions on its own initiative.The Single
European Act (17.2.86), the Maastricht Treaty
(7.2.92) and theTreaty of Amsterdam (signed on
2.10.97) extended the range of issues which
must be referred to the Committee: regional pol-
icy, environmental policy, employment policy,
broad guidelines for economic policiet combat-
ting social exclusion, etc.The ESC produces 180
opinions a year (of which l57o are issued on its
own-initiative). All opinions are forwarded to the
Community's decision-making bodies and then
published in the Official Journal ofthe European
Communities.
INFORMATION AND INTEGRAT]ON ROLE
Over the tasi fetn,reats the Esf hes ttupp"O ,p
its role in the European Union and has tran-
scended the straightforward duties flowing from
the treaties. lt acts as a forum for the single mar-
ket and has hosted,with the support of other EU
bodies, a series of events aimed at bringing the
EU closer to the people.
Diagram of the Communityl decision-making
process
INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
1. Presldency and Bureau
Every two years the ESC elects a Bureau made up
of 2l members (seven per group), and a presi-
dent and two vice-presidents chosen from each
ofthe three groups in rotation.
The president is responsible for the orderly con-
duct of the Committeet business. He is assisted
by the vice-presidents, who deputize for him in
the event of his absence.
The president represents the ESc in relations
with outside bodies.
Joint briefs (relations with EFIA, CEEC, AMU, AcP
countries, Latin American and other third coun-
tries, and the Citizens' Europe) fall within the
remit ofthe ESC Bureau and the president.
The BureauS main task is to organize and coordi-
nate the work of the ESCt various bodies and to
lay down policy guidelines for this work.
2. Sectlons
The Committee has six sections:
. Section for Economic and Monetary Union
and Economic and Social Cohesion - secre-
tariat tel. 546 9366 (president: Umberto
Burani -Groupl-ltaly)
. Section for the Single Market, Production
and Consumption - secretariat tel.546 9598
(president: Klaus Schmitz - Group ll -
Germany)
o Sec$onforTranspor!Energy,lnfrastructure
' eadtfietnfa+m#a,5cglry;seri€{ail* tC.
546 9611 (president: Jos6 lgnacio Gafo
Fern6ndez- Group l - Spain)
. Section for Employment, Social Affairs and
Citizenship - secretariat tel.546 9215 (pres-
identJan Olsson - Group lll - Sweden)
. Section for Agriculture, Rural Development
and the Environment - secretariat tel.546
9687 (president: Etienne de Paul de
Barchifontaine - Group lll - Belgium)
. Section for External Relations - secretariat
tel. 546 9537 (president: Tom Jenkins -
Group ll - United Kingdom)
3. Study groups
Section opinions are drafted by study groups,
varying in size from three to 15 members, includ-
iqg-a iapporteur who may be asisted by as
many as four outslde experts.
4. Gther bodles
The ESC has the right to set up other ad hoc
structures under its Rules of Procedure, known
as sub-committees, for specific issues. lt has also
set up a permanent Single Market Observatory.
5. Ptenary session
As a rule, the full Committee meets in plenary
session ten times a year. At the plenary sessions,
opinions are adopted on the basis of section
opinions by a simple majority.They are forward-
ed to the institutions and published in the
Official Journal of the European Communities.
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
l.Relations with e(onomlc and
social couRClls
The ESC maintains regular links with regional
and national economic and social councils
throughout the European Union. These links
mainly involve exchanges of information andjoint discussions every year on specific issues.
The ESC also liaises worldwide with other eco-
nomic and social councils at the "lnternational
Meetings" held every two years.
2. Relatlons with economic and
social lnterest groups ln third
countrles
The ESC has links with economic and social
interest groups in a number of non-member
countries and groups of countries, including
Mediterranean countries, the ACP countries,
central and eastern Europe, Latin America and
EFIA. For this purpose the Esc sets up delega-
tions headed by the president or a vice-presi-
dent. Some meetings involving the countries of
central and eastern Europe have been institu-
tionalized with the agreement of the Council,
e.g. with the Committee's counterparts in
Hungary and . in the near future - with those in
Buharh and Hard.-lheie are atso futlitd link
with socio-economic interest groups in Turkey.
PUBLICATIONS
The ESC regularly distributes a number of publi-
cations, including its main opinions in brochure
format, a monthly newsletter entitled ESc INFO
and its Annual Report.
SECRETARIAT.GENERAL
The Committee is serviced by a secretariat-gen-
eral, headed by a secretary-general who reports
to the president, representing the Bureau.
1 35 staff work exclusively for the Economic and
Social Committee. Since I January 1995, the
Economic and Social Committee and. the
Committee of the Reglons have shared a com-
mon core of departments whose stafi number-
ing 516, are mostly members of the ESC
secretariat.
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This Bulletin reports on the activities of the Economic and Social Committee, a European consulta-
tive assembly. lt is published after plenary sessions in French, English and German. Versions in the
eleven official languages of the European Union are available on the ESC lnternet site
(http://www. esc.eu. i nt).
The complete texts of ESC opinions are available:
. in the Official Journal of the European Communities,
. on the CELEX database,
. at the ESC lnternet site,
. on written request from the ESC General Secretariat'
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365O'PLENARY SESSION. T ANd 8 JULY 1999
The European Economic and Social Committee held its 365th plenary session in Brussets on 7 and
8 July 1999. The ESC president, Mrs Rangoni Machiavelli, took the chair. Mr Kimmo Sasi, Finnish
Minister of Foreign Trade and European Affairs, representing the presidency-in-office of the EU
Council, attended the session.
Mr Sasi began by pointing out that the Finnish presidency would be founded on continuity and plan-
ning, but would also require a measure of flexibility. The EU was currently in a rather contradictory
phase: the Amsterdam Treaty afforded stability, but there was still some uncertainty following the
mass resignation of the European Commission earlier in the year, and the depressingly low turn-out
in the recent elections for the European Parliament. To counter this, it was the responsibility of all EU
institutions to be open and efficient and to display full control over the use of resources.
An immediate challenge was the aftermath of the Kosovo crisis, and more generally efforts to shape
the future of South-East Europe. Here the EU was expected to play a major role in increasing stabil-
ity. Employment issues were also important, particularly following decisions taken regarding em-
ployment pacts at the Cologne summit. The specific target areas of the Finnish presidency would be
the role of the information society (in which Finland was a pioneer) in the labour market, and gender
equality.
Turning to the question of an expanded EU, Mr Sasi expected the Helsinki summit to be something
of an "enlargement" summit. Over ten countries had applied for membership of the Union and it
would be possible to make headway in negotiations to expand the EU.
Elsewhere, Mr Sasi took the view that the prospects were good for making progress in the area of
environmental policy. He also looked forward to the Commission's proposals to combat discrimina-
tion in the field of social security, and the extraordinary summit in Tampere would provide a stage for
discussion of the matter of immigration and the question of how to fight cross-border crime.
Mr Sasi concluded by paying tribute to the Economic and Social Committee: it had an important role
and its expertise and know-how brought added value to the EU. He hoped that the Committee would
continue to give a voice to Europe's civil society organizations.
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In the course of the session, the Committee adopted the following opinions:
Section for Economic and Monetary Union and Economic and Soclal Cohesion
Arie Van De Graaf, Head of Division - a (032-2) 546 9227
L COMSION AI\[D TRANSPORT
Opinion of the Economic and Social Q6mmittee
on tlre Communication from the Commission: Co-
hesion and transport
(COM(1998) 806 final)
(cEs 707le9)
Rapporteur: Bill TOSH (United Kingdom - Em-
ployers)
Gist of the Commi5sisn document
Like its predecessors (cohesion and environment,
cohesion and the information society, cohesion and
RTD policy, etc.), this communication examines
how Community sectoral policies can help to at-
t in the objective of economic and social cohesion
and how Structural Fund operations interact with
these policies.
The Commission also suggests a number of ways
of enhancing the synergy between cohesion and
transport policies so as to promote a more balanced
and sustainable dwelopment of the Union's terri-
tory, notably by improving the situation of periph-
eral or weaker regions and disadvantaged social
grcups.
The starting point for these recommendations is a
recognition ofthe need for greater coordination in
the future development of the EU's transport and
regional policies right from their conception.
Their main objectives are:
to improve regional economic development
prospects, competitiveness and employment;
to contribute to balanced development in the
Fifteen and create conditions favourable to the
integmtion of the new Member States;
to promote sustainable mobility and ensure the
availability of transport services to those with-
out the use of private cars and those with im-
paired mobility.
Gist of the opinion
While the Committee supports the ethos of Cohe-
sion principles, it finds little historical evidence of
the value of Structural and Cohesion Funds' ex-
penditrue for the purpose of releasing the drive for
economic convergence, promoting social cohesion
and promoting sustainable development.
In the light of its study of the Communication, t}re
Committee would especially recommend:
the implementation of specific progmmmes
and new financial instruments conducive to at-
tracting private finance and fostering partner-
ships between the EU, Member States and op-
erators;
a transport financing poliry based on marginal
social cost pricing;
the adoption of specific recommendations on
interoperability, at both trans-European and 1o-
cal level;
greater recognition of the need to support the
development of intermodal links in the context
of the Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund;
a study of the scope for transport expenditure
in support ofcohesion, post enlargement;
evaluation of the impact of infrastnrcture
"pricing" on peripheral regions;
an assessment of long-term financing of trans-
port policy as a Cohesion factor and possible
links with balanced economic development,
with improving the services available to disad-
vantaged people and with aid for enlargement;
the reorientation of all policies with a qpatial
impact by encouraging transnational and
cross-border approaches and the interlinking of
all policies on socio-economic regeneration;
encouraging the development of air and rail
communications in peripheral regions and par-
ticularly for linking enlargement countries.
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Lastly, the Committee takes the view that the pur-
pose of tlre Communication should be clarified and
its objectives clearly stated. It also believes that:
it is essential that planning evaluation, ap-
praisal and monitoring formats, and the adop-
tion of indicators and measurement techniques,
draw on the research and technological devel-
opment progBmmes and other research pro-
grammes;
it is also imperative that principles for periph-
eral regions are developed to ensure that fair
2. GYLLEIYHAMMAR REPORT - MANAG-
ING CHANGE
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
on Managing change - Final report of the High
Level Group on economic and social implications
of industrial change set up by the Luxembourg
Employment Summit of November 1997
(cEs 6e8/ee)
Rapporteur:
John LITTLE (United Kingdom - Employers)
Co-rapporteur:
Mario SEPI (Italy - Workers)
Gist of the Managing Change Report
The Managing Change Report addresses the three
issues of how to anticipate, prepare for and man-
age industrial changes. In short, the report con-
cludes that it is mainly the private sector that has
the responsibility for managing and anticipating
industrial change. In preparing for change, it is
important to sustain economic development
through competitiveness and to maintain a Euro-
pean social model characterised by employability,
entrepreneurship and effective social protection.
ow to anticipate change
First companies should develop an in-house social
dialogue with their employees, which presupposes
criminate due to lack of alternatives or insuffi-
cient demand to produce viable services;
enlargement will entail additional problems for
both new and edsting Member States, and at
EU borders. It will push the EU centre of
gravity eastward which will add to the prob-
lems already faced by existing outlying regions
and will have an impact on newly created pe-
ripheral regions. This should be firlly recog-
ntzed.
Secfion forthe Single Market, Production and Consumption
Joao Pereira dos Sanfog Head of Division - A Q2-2) 546 9245
consultation of workers' representatives. This
should concern the organisation of work and em-
ployment policies. Secondly, a European Obser-
vatory on Industrial Change should be created,
forming an autonomous establishment attached to
the Commission and comprising company heads,
social partners and independent e)eerts. Its task
would be to present forecasts of market and labour-
force trends in Europe. Finally, companies with
over 1000 employees should on a voluntary basis
and in consultation with employees and their rep-
resentatives, prepare a Managing Change Report,
an annual report on employment and working
conditions within tlte company. The report should
encourage other companies to report on their
practices and policies. The group suggests a suit-
able framework and recommends that the report be
considered as a criterion for the award ofall gov-
ernment contracts and grant aid at European, na-
tional and regional levels.
How to prepare for industrial change
In order to prepare for industrial change, Europe
must maintain its competitiveness and should
therefore consider the following recommendations:
- As the demand for IT skills will grow and re-
sult in a need to update people's skills, Europe
must develop a world-class information infra-
structure in order to close the gap with the
USA. The EU must ensure universal accessi-
bility by firlly opening the European market in
-4-
telecommunications and data senrices, increase
access to State owned data, take a leading role
in the adoption of legislation and recognise the
need for some finencial support in this area.
- There should be a shared reqponsibility for
workers' employability and lifelong learning.
Companies should maintain the employability
of their worldorce by drawing up training pro-
grarnmes, preparing their workers for different
approaches to their work as well as for the risk
of changing jobs. Companies manifestly failing
to safeguard the employabitity of those dis-
missed shall no longer be eligible for any form
of public aid. Workers must devote time to
training and considering their fuhre directiorl
and Member States and local authorities should
support joint funding of training progmmmes
and develop work-linked training. Finally, a
European Skills Charter recognising workers'
training and qualifications, would facilitate the
mobility of workers and better meet the de-
mands of tlte EU labour market.
- The group has identified two new areas of
employment which could play a role in the la-
bour market over ttre next decade. First in or-
der to stimulate primary personal services, tlte
Group recommends the reduction of taxes on
low wages, tax relief for employers and con-
tract flexibility. Secondly, as one of Europe's
strongest assets is the diversity of its cultural
heritage, the creative arts and entertainment
sector needs to be stimulated and encouraged
through extension of the Member States' budg-
ets for culture, strong tax incentives and devel-
opment of programmes supporting these in-
dustries.
- Finally, the Commission and the Member
States need to further stimulate the develop-
ment of SMEs as well as support start-ups by
establishing "one stop shops" with a view to
removing unnecessary regulatory obstacles and
administrative burdens.
Managing crises
Successfrrl crisis management can be achieved
only through joint efforts involving public
authorities, companies and employees' representa-
tives, but the main responsibitty lies with the
company. Local authorities should manage the
collective effort to transfonn a crisis into a sus-
tainable stratery for redwelopment and govern-
ments should abstain from interfering with indus-
trial change but instead concentrate on education,
employment policies, research and developmenq
and infrastructure.
Gist of the opinion
The Committee considers the report as providing a
stimulus to the consideration of the phenomenon
of industrial change and the promotion of effective
action to deal with it. The Committee particularly
welcomes tlte report's recognition that industrial
change provides new opportunities and its empha-
sis on the creation of new jobs ratler than the de-
fence ofobsolete ones.
The Committee regrets that some of the proposals
are confined to possibilities for providing informa-
tion - mostly on a voluntary basis - which are not
part and parcel ofeffective consultations in prepa-
ration for political and economic decision-making.
Such consultations should be aimed at exerting a
timely influence on decision-making so that
structural changes lead to an optimum economic
and social scenario.
The report calls for companies to recognize obli-
gations to otier stakeholders in addition to their
legal responsibilities to shareholders. Many large
companies do operate in this way and the Com-
mittee welcomes the suggestion that through
benchmarking, comparison and sharing informa-
tion on a voluntary basis, other companies would
be encouraged and helped to improve their policies
and procedures.
The benefits of having effective means of inform-
ing and consulting employees have long been rec-
ognized by the Committee. Voluntary arrange-
ments are favoured for such dialogue, having the
commitrnent of all parties involved and being tai-
lored to the organisation's size and culfure.
The Committee regrets that there is no specific
reference in the report to collective bargaining.
The Committee feels that there are a number of
surprising omissions. It makes no reference to the
need for improving tlte access to venture capital
markets nor, in the main body of the text, to the
potential boost to employment which could be
given by completing the single market. It fails to
place sufficient emphasis on the necessity for in-
ternational competitiveness in order to safeguard
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employment and to the potential for employment
growth from SMEs and the seryice sector.
The Committee considers that the economic and
social implications of industrial change call for a
global approach, including strong pressure from
the EU to secure a better framework for competi-
tion conditions internationally, inter alia by means
of minimum social clauses.
The report recommends tle creation of a European
Observatory on Industrial Change which could
provide a resourc€ in helping to anticipate and
plan for sectoral and regional economic develop-
ments. The Committee will be interested to see tJte
outcome of a feasibility study of this proposal and
which is being launched by the Commission.
It is vital that the Commission step up consulta-
tions on industrial change with industrial circles
and the social partners; it must also radically re-
form its own internal organisation, for example by
using multidisciplinary task-forces to eliminate the
barriers between directorates-general and which
prevent it from acting with the requisite consis-
tency.
The Cornmittee would wish to encourage all com-
panies - both European and foreign-owned - with
over 1,000 employees within the EU to prepare a
form of "managing change report" on a voluntary
basis.
The Committee would also wish to encouage
public sector bodies employing over 1,000 to adopt
the practice ofpreparing such a form ofreport.
The involvement of employees and their repre-
sentatives in drafting and implementing the report
is considered to be essential to its success.
The Committee firlly agrees that training and life-
long learning are of paramount importance in
striving for employability but considers that it is
invalid for the report to refer to companies having
to "safeguard" the employability of employees.
Corporate responsibility for taking certain meas-
ures cannot itself guarantee a positive outcome.
The report fails to identifr the link which is neces-
sary between education bodies and industry to en-
sure that education and training remain relevant to
the rapidly-changrng world of work.
The Committee notes with satisfaction that the two
examples taken into account as factors in em-
ployment growth - personal services and creative
arts of entertainment - play an important role in
society not only at the economic level but also in
improving the quality of life.
The report notes that several countries have taken
active steps to reduce the tax and social cost bur-
den in respect of low paid employees and recom-
mends such measures be taken more widely in
order to bring down the actr,ral cost of less-skilled
labour. The Committee welcomes the recommen-
dation.
The Committee is pleased to note that a number of
its policies for the sound development of SMEs are
incorporated in the report. It particularly welcomes
the emphasis on entrepreneurship and irxrovation.
The Committee supports the general principle that
major change at regional level be managed
through a collective effort as has been undertaken,
successfirlly in many instances, for steelmaking,
coal mining and shipbuilding industries.
3. WHITf, PAPER ON COMMERCE
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
onthe Communicationfrom the Commission to the
Council, the European Parliament, the Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the
Regions - Ifihite Paper on Commerce
(COM(1999) 6 final)
(cEs 706/99)
Rapporteur: Christos FOLIAS (Greece - Employers)
Gist of the Commission proposal
The White Paper on Commerce sets out plans for
the European Commission's follow-up to its 1991
communication entifled "Towards a single market
in distribution" and the 1996 Green Paper on
Commerce. It proposes a range of specific meas-
ures designed to create a coherent strategy for
promoting the sector in the coming years.
These measures, which are summarised in an ac-
tion plan set out in annex 1 of the white paper, fall
into four goups:
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Improving the use of policy instnrments to
assist commerce
The fust step is to carry out a thorough stocktake
and identify market trends in order to gain a better
understanding ofthe sector. The constant changes
in the stnrcture of commerce bring new political
challenges in their wake. Here, forms of selling
such as direct marketing, pyramid selling and
commercial agents need thorougtr sxnmination.
Irnp rovin g the admini strative, Iegislative and
financial environment
European enterprises face an increasingly complex
legal, fiscal and administrative environment. Ex-
isting legal and administrative rules need to be
simplified to reduce the burden on European busi-
nesses, particularly SMEs. However, the white
paper also addresses issues such as facilitating
access to finance, especially with regard to ttre
provision of risk capital, and improving dialogue
between commercial enterprises and their partners
(workers, consumers, credit institutions).
Strengthening competitiveness and promot-
ing entrepreneurship
The white paper views electronic conunerce :ts a
new factor in strengthening competitiveness and a
major opportunity to foster new activities, in par-
ticular new intermediaries, on-line business and
logistic services. It also stresses the importance of
cooperation between commercial enterprises.
Businesses have to reach a critical mass before
they can buy and sell on best terms. The issue of
training goes along with both tlese areas. Devel-
opments in technology and management necessi-
tate training in accountansy, finance, sales tech-
niques, use of multimedi4 human resource man-
agement and networking. The white paper par-
ticularly highlights the role of commerce in rural
and less-favoured urban areas and in the fields of
tourism and environmental protection.
Encouraging Europeanisation and interna-
tionalisation
Here, ttre focus is on issues connected with the
euro, international trade and EU enlargement.
Gist of the opinion
Unfortunately, the statistics published by Eurostat
once again fail to give an accurate picture of com-
merce in Europe because the data on which they
are based are incomplete, such inforrration being
particularly difficult for national authorities to
collect owing to the nature of commercial activi-
ties. The significance of commerce for Europe's
economies is consequenfly understated owing to
the lack of clear and reliable comparative data.
The measures proposed for addressing the chronic
problems faced by commerce include many theo-
retical solutions that do not directly and obviously
help SMEs, which are particularly vulnerable.
Specific funding should be earmarked for certain
measures.
DG )O([tr must be given more funding and its
staff and other resources should be reinforced so
that it can fulfil its remit.
The measures to reduce bureaucrac,y advocated in
the BEST Report must be implemented.
Special consultations must take place between na-
tional governments and the commerce sector dur-
ing the period when both the euro and national
currencies are in circulation.
As regards credit card charges and other balking
costs, there must be a Europe-wide initiative to
harmonise, without compromising free market
principles, the costs to commercial enterprises of
banking services.
The critical role of commerce in combating unem-
ployment and creating new jobs is not adequately
documented.
The ESC thinls that the White Paper does not
draw sufficient distinction between commerce as it
affects commercial enterprises and commerce as it
affects consumers, with a view to the necessary
measures being taken for both sides of commerce.
DG )Ofltr must take an active part in all European
policies relating to or affecting coflrmerce.
Once Europe's economies have converged under
the Maastricht criteria national governments are
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asked to proceed with specific measures to
strengthen commerce and boost demand.
European commercial enterprises must become
more assertive and take more risks in the current
globalised environment. Whatever happens, there
must be adequate harmonisation of provisions and
practices relating to commerce at European level.
The governments of the Member States are called
upon to initiate a serious and frank dialogue to this
end.
Small commercial enterprises need assistance in
the form of special tax and development measures.
Equal attention must be given to new forms of
commercial activity (e.g. franchising, distance
selling), from both a tax and legal point of view.
4. CTP - PROGRAMME 2OOO.2OO5
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
onthe Communicationfrom the Commission to the
Council, European Parliament, Economic and
Social Committee and Committee of Regions on
the Common Transport Policy - Sustainable Mo-
bility: Perspectives for the Future(COM(I998) 716 final)
(cES 6eel99)
Rapporteur: Peter MORGAN (United Kingdom -
Employers)
Gist of the Commission document
This document builds on previous Commission
documents on which the Committee has also is-
sued opinions. Basically the action programme has
three strategic objectives aimed at safeguarding
competitiveness, growth and employment in
Europe, without however infringing the subsidiar-
ity principle (the main measures planned for the
period 1998-2000 are listed in Annex I of the
Commission document).
The main responsibility for supporting conrmerce
must be shouldered by governments, which are
asked to initiate a Europe-wide dialogue immedi-
ately so that coherent and practical measrues can
be taken.
After this dialogue on the White Paper has taken
place, DG )Oiltr must gather the opinions of all
concerned and continue its efforts to devise clear
and practical measlues that can be put into effect
without delay. The Commission @G )OilI) must
keep track of the rapid changes taking place in
commerce in the context of the information soci-
ety, and take or propose the necessary measures,
avoiding bureaucratic procedures and encouraging
national governments to move in the right direc-
tion.
Section forTranspott, Energy lnfrastructure and the lnformation Society
Luigi DelBino, Head of Division - A @2-2) 546 9353
The first main objective is improving efficiency
and competitiveness, for which the following five
priorities are crucial:
liberalising market access, especially in the rail
and port services sectors;
ensuring integrated tranqport systems across
Europe through the development of trans-
European transport networks;
ensuring fair and efficient pricing for transpor!
taking into account the principle of charging
for marginal social costs;
enhancing economic and social cohesion;
making sure that competition rules and legis-
lation are properly implemented.
The second main objective, improving quality,
comprises measures in the following areas:
safety in air and road transport and in ship-
ping;
environmental and consumer friendliness;
quality-driven transport systems, especially
improving the quality of local public transport.
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The negotiations with the applicant countries and
globalisation of the economy underline the grow-
ing importance of the extemal dimension of the
Common Transport Poticy as the third main ob-
jective.
The Commission is already negotiating agree-
ments with the central and eastern European
countries in the areas ofcivil aviation, heavy goods
vehicles, coach services and inland waterways.
For the longer term, top priority will continue to be
given to the three main o[jssfives for sustainable
mobitity. Annex tr of the Commission document
contains a list of possible main tasks for the period
2000-2004.
Gist of the opinion
The ESC welcomes this opportunity to review the
status of the Common Transport Policy. The
Committee believes it is essential that the CTP has
clear objectives and that the legislative prograrnme
reflects these effectively. In this context the Com-
mittee regrets that the Commission's vision for
2010 and beyond is not yet developed.
The ESC would like the Commission to refocus
the CTP around economic, social and environ-
mental objectives. Given tlis change in focus, it
believes that the action plans will acquire the ur-
genry and vitality that the importance of transport
policy demands. If this is done, then transport will
also fulfil its considerable potential for job crea-
tion.
The Committee is encouraged by the progress on
transport statistics, and hopes to see them more
widely deployed in support of transport policy. It is
likely that a fachrally-based progress report would
inject a usefirl sense of urgency. In the same con-
5. LABELLING (codified version)
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
on the Proposal for a European Parliament and
Council Directive on the approximation of the
lans of the Member States relating to the label-
text, the appraisal and monitoring of EU financed
projects can be improved.
The Committee supports the Commission's inten-
tion to encourage fair and efficient pricing in
tmnsport. At the same time it is important to en-
sure that competition betw.een modes of transport
is kept free and fair. The revitalisation of railways
must continue with even more vigour and speed.
The Committee welcomes the continued focus on
safety issues.
The Corunission righfly gives prominence to tlte
transport implicadons of enlargement neverthe-
less, investment support in Central and Eastern
Europe needs to extend beyond major inter-urban
routes to helping applicant countries avoid tlre
spatial planning problems that have aggravated the
environmental impact of transport in EU countries.
The ESC recogni5ss that a number of issues, espe-
cially urban and suburban transport, are governed
by subsidiarity. However, they are so central to the
general evolution of transport policy, and to
meeting the economic, social and environmental
objectives laid dorm in the opinion, that the Coun-
cil as well as the Commission must give them top
priority.
The dwelopment and volume of personal private
transport (the motor car), whether or not powered
by the internal combustion engine, is a major
strategic issue to be taken into account in the fu-
ture CTP.
One of the most important issues, and again a
matter of Member State discretion, is spatial plan-
ning policy. Unless land use is planned in a way
consistent with the principles of sustainable mo-
bility, it is unlikely that tlre CTP goals will ever be
met.
Section for Agriculture, Rural Development and the Environment
SyMa Calamandrei, Head of Division - A P2-2) 546 9396
ling, presentation and advertising of foodstuffs
(codiJied version)
(COM(1999) 113 final - 99/0090 COD)
(cEs 700/99 - 99/0090 coD)
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Rapporteur working alone: Joharnes JASCHICK
(Germany - Various Interests)
Gist of the Commission proposal
The purpose of this proposal is to undertake an
official legislative consolidation of Council Direc-
nve 79lll2lEBC of l8 December 1978. The new
directive will supersede the various directives in-
corporated in it and their content is fully pre-
served.
Gist of the opinion
The Cornmittee supports the Commission pro-
posal.
6. PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF CER-
TAIN TRANSMISSIBLE SPONGIX'ORM
ENCEPHALOPATHIES AND S CRAPM
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
on the Proposal for a European Parliament and
Council Regulation laying down rules for the pre-
vention and control of certain transmissible
spongifurm en cephalopathi e s
and
Proposal for a European Parliament and Council
Directive amending Council Directive 9|/68/EEC
as regards scrapie
(COM(1998) 623 final - 9810323 afi, 9810324
coD)
(CES 703/98 - 9810323 and 98/0324 COD)
Rapporteur: Manuel Ataide FERREIRA @ortugat
- Various Interests)
Gist of the Commission proposal
The main objective of the proposal is to create a
legal base for the control and prevention of all
animal TSEs. It consolidates much of the existing
legislation on BSE and TSEs and updates this
legislation.
The scope ofthe proposal does not apply to indus-
trial, cosmetic or phannaceutical products or to
medical devices as there is either no inherent risk
for human or animal health or the provisions are
covered by sectoral legislation.
The proposal specifically lays down provisions in
relation to
Determination of TSE status: Member States
and third countries exporting to the EU must
submit information to the Commission which
would allow their TSE status to be evaluated.
This submission should include for example
the structure of the bovine, ovine and caprine
animal populations, production, imports,
specified risk material bans etc. On the basis of
this information, Member States and third
countries would be categorised into four cate-
gories.
Monitoring systems: Member States must put
in place monitoring systems for bovines, ovines
and caprines. Information arising from moni-
toring must be presented to the Commission
each year.
Specific Risk Material (SRM): Until such time
as the global proposal on TSE is adopted, it is
proposed to introduce specific measures on
SRM removal. It is proposed to establish four
categories into which a country or region will
be placed, taking into account all information
available to the Commission on the applied risk
management and the occrurence of BSE. The
obligation for removal and destruction of SPJvI,
including its definition vary by category, with
category four demanding the most strict meas-
ures.
Gist of the opinion
The ESC's analysis of the draft regulation begrns
by drawing attention to problems of definition and
translation. It also questions the effectiveness of
the Commission's powers to adopt safeguard
measures eitler on its own initiative or at the re-
quest of another Member Statg especially in view
of the lack of cooperation between the relevant
Commission DGs and between t}te Commission
and the Member States, and shortcomings in the
apportionment of responsibility.
On the central issue of determining BSE status
(especially the data countries are to send to tlre
Commission), the ESC raises the following points:
The concept of "geographical area" is not de-
fined and needs clarification.
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When referring to "strains of BSE and scrapie
agents", some explanation should be given of
the scientific basis for this requirement in the
case of BSE.
On the whole, the procedural aspects of the system
appear satisfactory.
The Committee recommends that the European
Union take over the OIE categories of countries or
regions when detennining BSE status (4 status
categories). The Commission and intemational
animal-disease agency approach of differentiating
specified risk materials in accordance with the
geographical risk is welcomed by the Committee.
This approach takes account ofthe differing BSE
risk in the Member States.
The Committee emphasizes that provisions should
be based on Article 95(3) of the EC Treaf which
unequivocally requires the Commission, in its pro-
posals concerning health, the environment and
consumer protection, to take a high level of pro-
tection as its base.
The system proposed by the Commission is based
on information on BSE levels over a seven-yezr
period. This period is not considered to be long
enough in view ofthe quantity ofdata.
Human consumption of all potential risk material
must be banned until the situation is once again
under control throughout the EU.
Reference is made to specific aspects of the pro-
posed education progmfirme for all parties in-
volved in implementation of the regulation (e.g.
information campaigns in the EU and third coun-
tries to ensure uniformity).
The ESC also makes concr.ete recommendations on
the specified risk materials listed in Annex IV.
The reliability of the required tests has not yet
been established and this is very important. The
training proposed for meat processing staff is not a
realistic solution in certain cases. The Commission
should make more use of European TSE research
networks on this point.
The regulation should give stricter specifications
about which slaughter techniques are acceptable in
the Member States.
The ESC also asks why dogs are excluded from tlte
ban on feeding protein derived from mammals to
ruminants and why animals bred for their fur are
not (applies to category 4). The Commission pro-
posal does not draw the full consequences of the
fact that there is no reliable analysis for detecting
ruminant-derived protein in feed. Clearer defini-
tions are also needed for the restrictions to be
placed on suspect animals. Compensation should
be paid immediately or interest paid to make up for
any delay.
The Committee supports the proposal and stresses
that the proposed amendment should be transposed
into national law promptly so that it is in force by
the time the regulation entem into force.
Sectfon for External Relations, Tnde and Development Policy
Georgina Wllems, Head of Division - I (32-2) 546 9471
7. CONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE
MANAGEMENT OX' TROPICAL FOR-
ESTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRJES
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
on the Proposal for a Council Regulation (EC) on
measures to promote the conservation and sus-
tainable management of tropical forests and other
forests in developing countries
(COM(leee) 4l final - 99/0015 SYN)
(cES 701/e9 - 99/001s SYN)
Rapporteur: Seppo Ilmari KALLIO @inland -
Various Interests)
Gist of the Commission's Proposal for a Council
Regulation
Since the United Nations Conference for Envi-
ronment and Development (JNCED) in Rio de
Ianeiro in 1992, the conservation and sustainable
management of forests has been acknowledged as
critical for maintaining a healtly global environ-
ment and allowing for sustainable social and eco-
- 1l -
nomic development. The draft Regulation under
review will provide the EU with an instrument
which will enable it to meet its Commitrnents in
this field and to continue the measures imple-
mented under Council Regulation (EC) No.
3062195 of 20 December 1995, which is due to
opire on 3l December 1999.
The draft regulation sets out the framework for the
management of budget line 87-6201, under which
strategic actions zuch as the following are to be
financed:
pilot projects and innovative activities in de-
veloping countries; and
studies to increase the effectiveness of Com-
munity assistance and of developing countries'
efforts for the conservation and sustainable
management of forests.
The main activities to be carried out pursuant to
this Regulation shall aim at:
raising the stahrs offorests in national policies
and integrating forest policies in development
planning;
promoting the production and use of wood and
non-wood forest products from sustainably
managed resources,
contributing to the adequate valuation of forest
resources and services.
Through the provision offinancial assistance and
technical expertise, the Community is seeking, in
particular to promote the following: the develop-
ment of appropriate national and international
forest policy frameworks based on a realistic
valuation of forests; tlte conservation of forests
which are recognized as being of high ecological
value as well as restoration of degraded forest ar-
eas; forest certification and environmentally-sound
hanesting; higtrly efficient use of forest products
and technical improvements in downstream ac-
tivities.
Aid recipients and cooperation partners are to in-
clude: states and regions, international organiza-
tions, decentralized departments, regional bodies,
public agencies, traditional and local communities,
private operators and industries. Financial aid is to
take the form of grants.
Community financing may cover studies, technical
assistance, education, training or other services,
supplies and works, small grant firnds as well as
appraisals, audits and evaluation and monitoring
missions.
Since the conservation and sustainable manage-
ment of forests are a long-term commitment, it is
suggested that the regulation be given an unlimited
duration. Four years after the entry into force of
this regulation, the Commission will submit to the
European Parliament and the Council an overall
assessment of the operations financed, together
with suggestions concerning the future of this
regulation.
The new regulation should be adopted as soon as
possible and be applicable from I January 2000.
Gist of the opinion
Tropical forest resources are an important renew-
able natural resource for developing countries.
Tropical forests are a firndamental part of the
planet's biological diversity. The environmental
balance of the planet essentially depends on the
gfowtlU existence and sustainable management of
its forests. Tropical forest resources are important
for the populations ofdeveloping countries and for
regional development. The international corlmu-
nity must step up its efforts to ensurc that the prin-
ciples of sustqinable forestry are applied in global
and regional agreements and arrangements.
The European Union must contribute to improving
the effectiveness of measures to prevent overfelling
and destruction of tropical forests in developing
countries.
The ESC is extremely concerned about the situa-
tion regarding tropical forests. Although interna-
tional agreements call for the sustqinable man-
agement of tropical forests, they continue to be
destroyed in many developing countries.
The Economic and Social Committee considers the
main thrust of the Commission document to be
corect and worthy of support. The proposal
should, however, be linked more directly to UN-
led forestry poliry processes. The compatibility of
EU decisions and international agreements should
be improved.
The ESC continues to emphasise the need for a
more precise definition of sustainable forestry.
This also applies to developing countries' own for-
estry policy objectives and programmes.
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In planning and implementing EU prograrnmes,
the needs ofthe local labour force and the rest of
the population need to be taken into account.
The Committee recommends that EU development
progmrnmes for tropical forests be clearly linked to
the commitments of multilateral international
agreements, such as the Rio declaration, Agenda
21 and World Trade Organisation (WTO) agree-
ments.
The Committee hopes that more of the EU's devel-
opment resources will be charrnelled into research,
education and information, the main beneficiaries
of which should be the local population.
The Economic and Social Committee recommends
additional investment in projects which establish
and develop national sustainable forestry policy
programmes in developing countries. These meas-
ures would be aimed at creating new jobs in devel-
oping countries and improving the quality of edu-
cation, social poliry andjob security.
Finally, the ESC supports the EU position to con-
clude a broad, international agreement on forestry,
which would establish a basis for the sustainable
management and use of tropical forests, as well as
common development co-operation criteria.
8. EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL SITUA-
TION IN THE APPLICAI\IT STATES
Information repoft of the Economic and Social
Committee on the Stocktaking of the employnent
situation and the social situation in the applicant
states in the context of the application of the ex-
isting body of EU law covering the internal market
(CES 490/99 final)
Rapporteur: Eva BELABED (Austria -Workers)
Reasons
The purpose of the information report is both to
take stock of tlte current situation and to pave the
way for the next meeting with partner organisa-
tions in the applicant states, which the ESC is to
stage jointly with TAIEX in September 1999.
In its composite paper on the progress made by
each applicant states towards accession, the Com-
mission observes that progress in transposing
Community legislation differs widely from country
to country (with Hungary at the top of the lisQ and
from sector to sector.
Since the EU now gives greater priority to em-
ployment and the labour market, it can be expected
that these priorities - previously regarded as me-
dium-term goals in the partnerships for accession -
will also become immediate goals, as the ESC has
advocated in its opinions.
Here the ESC should highlight the importance it
attaches to consultative structures and social dia-
logue as an integral part of the market economy.
The information report will include a description
of the state of play in the social and employment
spheres, the practical application of key Commu-
nity policies and rules in these areas and internal
market legislation and its implementation. It will
focus particularly on the development of the con-
sultative role and promotion of social dialogue, as
well as on the part the socio-occupational organi-
sations will play in the harmonisation and imple-
mentation of legislation.
Gist of the information report
The Committee welcomes the Commission's ob-
servations that the social dimension will be incor-
porated to an increasing degtee in the pre-
accession strategy; it now expects this to produce
concrete action.
The goals of integration and transformation will be
jeopardized if welfare safeguards and adequate
political measrues to tackle unemployment fail to
materialize. If social harmony is to be guaranteed
it is absolutely vital to bring the applicant states
into line with the "European social model", which
consists of the zum total of the individual social
systems of the different EU Member States - based
on differing traditions - which have as a common
denominator an operational social dialogue based
on partnership and comprehensive social protec-
tion systems.
The key aspects to be considered when describing
the social situation in the CEEC are as follows: the
labour market and employment, the social dia-
logue, an active labour market policy, training,
health and safety at work, social security, gender
equality, labour law, public health systems and the
position of minorities.
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Despite the progress made in establishing market
economies and consolidating democracy, much has
still to be done to give the enlargement process a
socially acceptable form.
In view of the consequences it may have for the
labour market, freedom of movement of workers
should be regulated in such a way as to avoid the
occurrence of serious social problems which could
otherwise jeopardise integration.
Whether tlte process of transformation continues to
make successfirl progress will depend upon
whether or not its economic and social conse-
quences can be mastered.
Botlt agricultrue and industry are likely to undergo
profound structural change which may put manyjobs in jeopardy. Appropriate macro-economic
measures and measures in the fields of regional
and structural policy should therefore be taken to
generate new job opportunities and to counteract
the threat of increased unemployment with all its
attendant consequences.
Finally, grcater attention also must be paid in the
pre-accession process to the issue of social service
systems.
The existing body of EU social law should be
adopted by applicant states as soon as possible and
tlte Committee wonders whether the Commission
should not follow the example of its environment
strategy in respect of these states and draw up a
"social strategy" along similar lines.
Furthei steps must be taken to support and pro-
mote the development of credible, reliable and
representative social partners and social partner-
ship machinery. Economic and Social Committees
are one of the role models here.
The Committee highlights the importance of edu-
cation in establishing a culture of social dialogue.
The Committee decided to forward this informa-
fion report to the other Ea instilutions
9. ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION / DE.
VELOPING COUNTRIES
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
otthe proposal for a Council Regulation @C) on
neafiires to promote the full integration of the
environmental dimension in the development
pro ce ss of deve lopi ng countr i e s
(COM(1999) 36 final - 99/0020 SYN)
(cES702t99 - 99/0020 SYN)
Rapporteur: A.A. JAARSMA (Netherlands - Em-
ployers)
Gist of the Commission proposal
The present proposal for a regulation takes account
of the experience acquired during the implementa-
tion of Regulation No. 722197 of 22 Apil1997 on
environmental measures in developing countries in
the context of sustainable development which ex-
pires on 31 December 1999. It is based on two
facts: (i) the depletion of nahral resources and
environmental degradation have direct effects on
economic development and thus counteract efforts
to alleviate poverty in the developing countries; (ii)
current patterns of production and consumption
have undeniable transboundary and global conse-
quences which the Community and its Member
States have committed themselves to combat under
multilateral environment agreements (Convention
on Biological Diversity, Framework Convention
on Climate Change and Convention to Combat
Desertification).
The proposed regulation sets the framework for the
management of budget line 87-6201 and lays
down detailed nrles for the form of actioq the eli-
gibility of projects for Community financing the
recipients of the aid and the decision-making pro-
cedure.
The activities to be carried out under this regula-
tion serve the purpose of elaborating and promot-
ing policies, strategies, tools and technologies for
the pursuit of sustainable dwelopment.
The following are eligible for Community financ-
ing: a) pilot projects in the field; b) the elaboration
of policies, plans and strategies for sustainable
development; c) the formulation of guidelines and
operational manuals; d) support to the develop-
ment and application of environment assessment;
e) inventory, accounting and statistical work, in
order to improve environmental data and envi-
ronmental indicators; f) raising awareness of local
populations and key actors in the development
process.
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Community financing may cover: l) studies, tech-
nical assistance, education, training or other serv-
ices, supplies and works, small grant firnds as well
as appraisals, audits and evaluation and monitor-
ing missions; 2) investment linked to a specific
prognrnme or project (with the exception of the
purchase of buildings); 3) administrative, mainte-
nance and operating expenditure.
Aid recipients may be states and regions, but also
regional bodies, public agencies, traditional and
local communities, private operators and indus-
tries, including cooperatives and NGOs and asso-
ciations representing local people. The beneficiar-
ies will have to make their own contribution to
each cooperation operation according to their
means.
Opportunities may be sought for cofinancing with
other donors.
The effectiveness of the projects and the proper
implementation of tlte regulation will be evaluated
systematically and periodically: after each budget
year, the Commission will submit an annual report
to the European Parliament and the Council con-
t^ining in particular information about the nature
and quantity of the projects financed.
Gist of the opinion
The Committee regards the proposed regulation as
very important if the environmental dimension is
to be properly incorporated into the development
process of developing countries. It is pleased to
note that Regulation '122191 is to be replaced by a
regulation of unlimited duration, as the integtation
10. INFORMING AND CONSI]LTING EM-
PLOYEES
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
on the Proposal for a Council Directive estab-
lishing a general framework for informing and
consulting employees in the European Community
(COM(1998) 612 final - 98/0315 SY||
of the environmental dimension into the develop-
ment process requires a long-range approach.
However, in the Committee's view the financial
resources available for ttre implementation of this
regulation are not commensurate with the Com-
munity's obligations under international treaties.
The Committee calls attention to the discrepancy
between the scant resources and the large number
of applications received every year.
In view of (i) the limited resources available; (ii)
the possibility of also funding the elaboration of
guidelines and instruments with EDF-ALA-MED
funds; (iii) the difficulty for relatively small, inno-
vative and locally-oriented pilot schemes - espe-
cially those of NGOs - to secure access to these
rnajor funds, the Committee would recommend
that at least equal emphasis be placed on financing
pilot schemes under this regulation.
A further recommendation is that contract partners
and especially NGOs with which the Commission
has worked successfully for a number of years be
offered a progErmme contract to carry out a pack-
age ofvarious small-scale projects covered by this
regulation.
In view of the Commission's duty to be account-
able, transparent and reliable, and the need to pass
on usefirl experience, all documents drawn up un-
der this regulation should be made widely avail-
able. The Committee would like to receive copies
of the annual reports and information on the peri-
odic list of priorities. As the regulation is to be a
permanent instrument, the Committee may rwiew
the aims and effectiveness thereof when the report
is issued.
Secfion for Employment, Social Affairc and Citizenship
Wolfgang Jungk, Head of Division - l (32-2) 546 9227
(cES 704/99 - 98/031s SYN)
Rapporteur: Ursula ENGELEN-KEFER (Germany
- Workers)
Gist of the Commission document
The European Commission has adopted a proposal
for a Council Directive establishing a general
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framework for informing and consulting employ-
ees in the European Union @U). According to the
Commission, this initiative is an essential step in
completing the EU's social dimension and in
achieving the creation of an adaptable, high-
skilled and motivated worldorce, because of the
role ofinforrnation and consultation in developing
adaptability and contributing to increases in pro-
ductivity. The proposal applies to enterpdses with
at least 50 employees, and requires them to inform
and consult their employees in good time about
issues directly affecting work organization and
their employment contracts. It seeks to comple-
ment and support the existing provisions at na-
tional and EU level, and to fill the gaps and inade-
quacies that have been identified in the long proc-
ess of consultation before the adoption of this pro-
posal.
The proposal
The employer will be required to inform employees
on:
a) the recent as well as the forseeable develop-
ment of the undertaking's activities and its eco-
nomic and financial situation;
b) the situation, struchfe and reasonably forsee-
able development of employment within the
undertaking;
c) decisions likely to lead to substantial changes
concerning work organization and contractual
relations.
Consultation between employer and employee is
based on a dialogue and exchange of views in-
cluding, in relation to part c) above, an attempt to
seek prior agreement on tlte decision concerned.
The efrectiveness of these procedures will be en-
sured by introducing specific penalties for those
who seriously violate their obligations in this field.
Procedural background
Several Community texts have put the principles
of information and consultation into practice.
Giving priority to negotiation between the social
partners has been a constant concern of the Com-
mission. Already, on 14 November 1995, the
"Communication on worker information and con-
sultation" encouraged the social partners to iden-
ti$ the arrangements for a general framework for
the infonnation and consultation of employees in
the European Community.
This communication gave rise to initial responses
from the social partners, and the Commission zub-
sequently initiated the procedures provided for in
the Protocol on Social Policy.
In launching the second.stage consultation on 5
November 1997, the Commission stated its con-
viction that a Community initiative to establish
binding rules on informafion and consultation was
necessary. In accordance with its well-established
practice, the Commission favorued the social part-
ners establishing these rules themselves.
The social partners had this possibility, during the
second consultation phase. However, while some
of them indicated their willingness to enter into
Community-level negotiations on the subject, oth-
ers declined to do so. That is why the Commission
is presenting, following this exercise, the current
proposal for a directive to establish a general
framework for employee information and consul-
tation in the European Community, to take its
place in a Community and national legal process
which has been consolidated over the past few
decades.
Gist of the opinion
Opinions vary among Committee members as to
the appropriateness of the European Commission's
Proposal for a Council Directive establishing a
general framework for informing and consulting
employees in the European Community:
Some ESC members take the view that the pro-
posal is incompatible with the subsidiarity princi-
ple and that it also infringes the principle of pro-
portionality by interfering excessively with na-
tional provisions. Other members take the view
that - though.improvements are needed, particu-
larly a reduction in the minimum number of em-
ployees and the inclusion of the public sector - the
proposal would rectiS shortcomings in the laws of
the individual Member States by establishing a
coherent legal framework at EU level, thereby
counteracting the problem of incomplete EU leg-
islation on informing and consulting employees
and meeting one of the prerequisites for success-
fully implementing tlre processes of change.
Notwithstanding these differences of opiniorl the
Committee makes the observations set out below:
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Under the European Social Charter and the 1989
Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights
of Workers, employees and their representatives
have a basic social right to be informed and con-
sulted on decisions which might have important
consequences for thenq as a fundamental provision
of the European social model; account must, how-
ever, be taken of the various practices prevailing in
the EU Member States.
The act of recognizing and promoting the social
rights of employees and tleir representatives
makes a decisive contribution towards strength-
ening the social dimension and also helps to pre-
vent excessive distortion of competition as a result
of differences in the practices adopted by the indi-
vidual Member States. This social dimension
serves to ensure a more effective operation of the
internal market.
It is vital for enterprises to pursue areal, effective
and far-sighted employment policy if the issue of
economic restructuring is to be tackled with a view
to ensuring competitiveness. Far-sighted employ-
ment policy can however only be developed in
collaboration with employees and their representa-
tives - it cannot be achieved in the absence of this
collaboration. The process of informing and con-
sulting employees is making a key contribution
towards securing a readiness by employees and
their representatives to successfi.rlly implement the
process of change. This process is the way to un-
I X'UTURD WORK
FOR INFORMATION
)O(VItrth Report on Competition Policy (1998) (INT-DEC)
SEC(1999) 743 frml
Transport of dangerous goods by rail (TEN-SEPQ
COM(1999) 157 final - 99/0087 COD
Transport ofdangerous goods by road (TEN-SEPT)
COM(1999) 1s8 final - 99/0083 COD
Permits for heavy goods vehicles travelling in Switzerland (TEN-SEPT)
COM(1999) 3s final - 9910022 COD
INANTICIPATION
Medicines for human use (INT-OCT)
COM(1999) 3ls find
lock the innovative capacrty of employees and
strengthen the competitiveness of enterprises.
If the social dialogue and other forms of consulta-
tion are to be strengthened, it is essential ttrat em-
ployees and their representatives are both regarded
as and treated as partners..
Comprehensive information should be provided in
good time and on a regular basis by the appropri-
ate level of management.
If information and consultation are to be effective,
it is essential that employee representatives make
known their views before final decisions are taken
by management thereby enabling these views to be
taken into account when the desired course of ac-
tion is being determined.
With a view to achieving an approach based on
partnership and consent, the information to be
provided must also cover the further development
of the activities of enterprises and ttreir economic
and fi nancial situations.
An approach based on partnership is also a vital
means of ensuring that decisions may be imple-
mented with the minimum possible conflict. It is
only by acting in this way and by securing the
compliance of the worldorce that appropriate pri-
ority can be given to the highly important field of
vocational training.
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- Type-approval of truo- or three-wheeled motor vehicles (INT-DEQ
COM(1999) 276fillral- 99/0Il7 COD
- Energy efficiency requirements for ballasts for fluorescent lighting (TEN-DEC)
COM(1999) 296 final - 99 10127 COD
- Community reserves of foot-and-mouttr disease vaccines (NAT-SEPI)
COM(1999) 290 final - 99/0121 CNS
- Applicadon of Community law provisions to the Canary Islands
@CO-to be determined)
COM(1999) 226tunl - 99/01II CNS
- EmploymentPoliryGuidelines(SOC-OCT)
OWN.INITATIW OPINION
- Application of the competition rules in the insurance sector (INT-OCT)
SUBCOMMITTEE
- European employmentpact
ADDITIONAL OPINION
- EU action plan to combat drugs (SOC - to be determined)
(COM(ee) 239 final)
IIL PRESENCE AND INT'LIIENCE OF TEE ECONOIVIIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Activities of the ESC presidency
On 28 May Mrs Rangoni Machiavelli, ESC president, took part in the 6h European session of the Fourth
World People's Universities. In her speech to participants at the event, Mrs Rangoni Machiavelli called for the
establishment - with the help of the ESC - of a civil dialogue based on civil and social rights. She deplored the
language of economics - which often seemed to be the only one that decision-makers understood - and high-
lighted the social as well as the economic costs of poverty. (For more on this conference, see Other News, be-
low.)
On 25 June Mrs Rangoni Machiavelli met the President of the Irish Republic, Mrs Mary McAleese, following
a meeting of the Council of the European Women's Foundation in Dublin.
On 29 June, meanwhile, the ESC president travelled to Helsinki to attend the 9m congrcss of the ETUC. In her
statement she explained the concept of civil society. She also pointed out that the subject of employment was at
the top of the Committee's agend4 and made reference to the way in which the ESC had prepared its opinions
on the European employment guidelines.
Activities of sections and members
Mr Glatz affended a conference in Bonn on 10-11 June on the subject of risk and opportunity in the electronic
marketplace.
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On 14-15 June Mr von Schwerin presented the ESC's work in the area of pan-European transport policy at the
first congress of the Federation of European Transport Workers.
Mrs Siguun{ Mr Sklavounos and Mr Walker attended a conference on child and family-friendly cities in
Wiirzburg Germany, on 23-25 June. The purpose of the conference - supported by the German Federal Minis-
try for family affairs, senior citizens, women and young people - was to establish a network of child and fam-
ily-friendly cities. ESC participation in this event was part of the follow-up to the Committee's own-initiative
opinion on the subject (rapporteur: Mr Sklavounos).
Mr Bernabei was a keynote speaker at a seminar on EU aid for technolory projects, organizedby the Instihrto
Tecnol6gico de Canarias in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria on 5 July.
Other News
ESC hosts the dh European session of the Fourth World People's flniversilies
On 28 May over 250 people attended this event , opened by Mr Jean Tonglet Executive Secretary of the ATD
Fourth World International movement. One hundred Fourth World delegates - and a similar number of Euro-
pean decision-makers - were able to compare and discuss their experience of human rights observance.
The aim ofthe conference was to see to it that efforts to eradicate poverty and social exclusion were recognized
as a priority by the new European Commission and the new European Parliament. Ten workshops provided the
opportunity to work on specific ways of ensuring access to rights such as family life, education, qualifications
and citizenship.
ESCfact-fmding visit to Moscow, 74 fune
In response to the EU Finnish Presidency's intention of holding a Ministerial Conference on the Northern di-
mension on 11-12 November 1999, the ESC is planning an own-initiative opinion focusing on the develop-
ment of a Northern Dimension and the EU's relations with Russia and the Baltic States. For this reason an
ESC delegation travelled to Moscow to meet representatives of Russian economic and social interest groups.
The ESC feels that the role of socio-economic organizations should be strengthened throughout the Baltic
States and Russia, and considers that it should contribute its expertise and experience to this challenge.
Nantsfromthe ESC's Singlc Market Observalory
Ot 22 and 23 June the Single Market Observatory (SMO) held a meeting in Berlin. Its work progmmme
provides for two visits a ye:r - one in each of the capitals of the Member State holding the EU presidency.
The Berlin meeting was attended by a number of public and private organizations. The main topic of
discussion was the functioning of the Single Market Contact Points, which were set up in the autumn of 1997.
In this way the meeting brought together the public bodies responsible for solving single market problems, and
the private enterprises that have to actually deal with the problems. The session helped to facilitate
communication between the different players involved, and - more importanfly - assisted in the creation of a
catalogue of best practice, to be used in other Member States and regions as well.
-19-
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Meeting of civil society representdives from the EU, Lotin America and the Caribbean - Rio de faneiro,
Brazil - 23-25 fune
The ESC, in cooperation with Mercosur's Economic and Social Consultative Forum, organized a meeting of
representatives of European, Latin American and Caribbean civil society on23-25 June in Rio de Janeiro. The
main purpose of the meeting, which was attended by some 140 participants, was to draft a declaration for sub-
mission to the first Summit of Heads of State and Government of the EU, Latin America and the Caribbean.
The Summit was also held in Rio de Janeiro (on 28-29 lune).
Twelve Committee members participated in the evenf including Mr Briesch (Group II president), Mr
Cavaleiro BrandSo (Group I president) and Mr Zvfiaur Narvaiza, rapporteur for the ESC opinion on EU-Latin
American relations, which was adopted at the plenary session of April this year.
The main topics discussed were relations between Europe, Latin America and the CaribbearU and the role of
civil society organizations in economic and social development. All participants also had the opportunity to
hold discussions in parallel meetings that mirrored the structure of the European ESC (employers, trade un-
ionists, and various interests).
Among those aftending the final plenary session on 25 June was Mr Manuel Marin, vice-president of the
European Commission, whose portfolio includes external relations with the countries of Latin America. He
spoke about the prospects of fteer trade between Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Commis-
sion's responsibility for negotiating trade and cooperation agreements with outside countries or groups of
countries onbehalfofthe Union. The declaration adopted by conference participants, meanwhile, underscored
the need for the legitimate representatives of civil society to take a more active part in future in the develop-
ment of links between the EU, Latin America and the Caribbean.
ry. INTORMATIONVISITS
The following groups, among others, visited the ESC during the period in question:
Venraltungsfachhochschule Wiesbaden - Germany
Association of Finnish Agriculture and Cooperatives - Finland
Universit6 d'Aix-Marselles III - France
DIAKOSI - Germany
European Professionnal Associations - mixed
Confartigianato Lombardia - Italy
Mission d'appui aux progranrmes conrmunautaires - France
Virginia Polytecnic Institute and State University - United States
Universit6 di Bari - Italy
Delegation of Lithuanian interpreters
BISOWE desDBB - Germany
Delegation of African businesswomen - various African countries
Assemblde permanente des Chambres d'Agriculture - France
Landeszentrale fiir politische Bildung - Germany
Asociaci6n Gallega de Estudios - Spain
Universitri Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Italy
Camera di Commercio, Industria, Artigianato e Agricoltura di Napoli - Italy
Cathus Hogeschool - Netherlands
Delegation of Hungarian journalists
Comune di Catania - Italy
Chambre de Commerce et d'Industrie de Paris - France
Instihrto tecnol6gico de M6jico - Mexico
Ecole supdrieure de Commerce de Nantes Atlantique - France
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University of Reading - UK
Conference Olivaint de Belgique - Belgium
Johan GottriedHerber Gymnasium - Germany
Ecole Nationale de Santd Publique - France
UIL nazionale - Italy
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